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[Chapter 1: Intro]

2016 U.S. TRUST INSIGHTS ON
WEALTH AND WORTH®

PLEASE SEE IMPORTANT INFORMATION AT THE END OF THIS PROGRAM

[Voiceover]
What does wealth look like in America today?
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Is it born...

Or made?

How are the seeds of personal
and financial success planted?

Does the corporate ladder…
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Or entrepreneurship offer better prospects
for wealth creation?

Are the investment strategies of the wealthy
based on tradition…

Or are new priorities and models emerging?

This year, the U.S. Trust Insights
on Wealth and Worth Survey® asked
wealthy Americans...
about their pathway to personal
and financial success...
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A majority did not grow up with money.
However, their upbringing laid a foundation
they see as important to their success.
Most were shaped by strong family values…

FAMILY VALUES
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And parenting that encouraged saving, working
and giving to start at an early age.
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Grounded in these values, disciplined saving
and investing approaches still prevail. Long-term
buy and hold strategies that emphasize small wins
and traditional stocks and bonds predominate.

83%

Percentage who made biggest investment gains through each approach

Long-term
buy and hold

Traditional
stock & bonds

Small
wins

Percentage who made biggest investment gains through each approach

But interest in alternative strategies —
such as private equity, hedge funds
and structured investments — is growing.
Use of tangible assets is increasing —
up 7 points in two years.

OWNERSHIP OF TANGIBLE ASSETS IS INCREASING
OWNERSHIP OF TANGIBLE ASSETS IS INCREASING

2014

2014

2016

2016

41%

41%

48%

%
48
7%
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IMPACT INVESTING IS GAINING ADOPTION
IMPACT INVESTING IS GAINING ADOPTION

Millennials

Millennials

2015

2015
2016

43%

43%
57%

2016

57%

Gen X
2015
2016

Gen X

Women
2015
2016

23%
31%

2015
2016

Ownership of Impact Investments
is also expanding particularly among
Millennial, Gen X, Women and
ultra-high-net-worth investors.

23%
31%

31%
38%

Women

$10M+ in assets
2015
2016

2015

31%

29%
31%

2016

38%

$10M+ in assets
2015

29%
31%

2016

Building from a deep commitment to contribute
to society… which the wealthy pursue in many ways.
THE WEALTHY
ACTIVELY
CONTRIBUTE
TOGREATER
THE GREATER
THE WEALTHY
ACTIVELY
CONTRIBUTE
TO THE
GOODGOOD

Donate
Donate

7

Volunteer
Volunteer

6
5

on Boards
ServeServe
on Boards
for a Non-Profit
Work Work
for a Non-Profit

2

2

5

6

7 in 10 in 10
in 10 in 10
in 10 in 10
in 10 in 10

From giving back and working hard, to saving well and
investing wisely, the wealthy in America today are moving
forward based on values held for a lifetime…

For more information
about the portrait of modern wealth
in America…

For more information about the portrait
of modern wealth in America...
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Please visit
our Key Findings Report at
ustrust.com/survey

Please visit our Key Findings Report at
ustrust.com/survey

ustrust.com/survey

[Disclosures: On screen only for each chapter; not part of voiceover]

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Opinions and findings expressed herein reflect those of the 2016 U.S. Trust
Insights on Wealth and Worth® survey, and may differ from those of U.S.
Trust and Bank of America Corporation and its affiliates. The information
presented in this video is for discussion purposes only and is not intended
to serve as a recommendation or solicitation for the purchase or sale of
any type of security. This video does not constitute investment advice and
is issued without regard to specific investment objectives or the financial
situation of any particular recipient.

Opinions and findings expressed herein reflect those of the 2016
U.S. Trust Insights on Wealth and Worth® survey, and may differ
from those of U.S. Trust and Bank of America Corporation and
its affiliates. The information presented in this video is for
discussion purposes only and is not intended to serve as a
recommendation or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any
type of security. This video does not constitute investment
advice and is issued without regard to specific investment
objectives or the financial situation of any particular recipient.
SURVEY METHODOLOGY

SURVEY METHODOLOGY
The 2016 U.S. Trust Insights on Wealth and Worth® survey is based on a
nationwide survey of 684 high-net-worth and ultra-high-net-worth adults with
at least $3 million in investable assets, not including the value of their primary
residence. Respondents were equally divided among those who have between
$3 million and $5 million, $5 million and $10 million, and $10 million or more in
investable assets. The survey was conducted online by the independent
research firm Phoenix Marketing International in February and March of 2016.
Asset information was self-reported by the respondent.

The 2016 U.S. Trust Insights on Wealth and Worth® survey
is based on a nationwide survey of 684 high-net-worth and
ultra-high-net-worth adults with at least $3 million in investable
assets, not including the value of their primary residence.
Respondents were equally divided among those who have
between $3 million and $5 million, $5 million and $10 million,
and $10 million or more in investable assets. The survey was
conducted online by the independent research firm Phoenix
Marketing International in February and March of 2016.
Asset information was self-reported by the respondent.
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Verification for respondent qualification occurred at the panel company, using
algorithms in place to ensure consistency of information provided, and was
confirmed with questions from the survey itself. All data have been tested for
statistical significance at the 95% confidence level.

Verification for respondent qualification occurred at the
panel company, using algorithms in place to ensure consistency
of information provided, and was confirmed with questions
from the survey itself. All data have been tested for statistical
significance at the 95% confidence level.

U.S. Trust operates through Bank of America, N.A.,
and other subsidiaries of Bank of America Corporation.
Bank of America, N.A., Member FDIC.
U.S. Trust operates through Bank of America, N.A., and other subsidiaries of
Bank of America Corporation.
Bank of America, N.A., Member FDIC.

© 2016 Bank of America Corporation.
All rights reserved. I AR3Q79BB

© 2016 Bank of America Corporation.
All rights reserved. I AR3Q79BB
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[Chapter 2: Intro]

2016 U.S. TRUST INSIGHTS ON
WEALTH AND WORTH®

PLEASE SEE IMPORTANT INFORMATION AT THE END OF THIS PROGRAM

[Voiceover]
Achievement. Inheritance. Investment acumen.
What are the sources of wealth for high net worth
investors in America today?
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Today, most assets are not inherited,
but earned… either through corporate success
or entrepreneurial efforts.

HOW WEALTH WAS ACCUMULATED
HOW WEALTH WAS ACCUMULATED

Other
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Earned
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EARNED
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10%
10%
INHERITANCE
Inheritance

However, sound investment
approaches are an important
complement in building wealth.

Broadly optimistic about the future
overall, most high net worth investors
have consistently applied long-term,
buy-and-hold strategies and traditional
investment products.

AMERICA’S WEALTHY TYPICALLY APPLY
AMERICA’S WEALTHY TYPICALLY APPLY
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83%
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Gen X Investors
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Investors

18%
88%%

Younger investors are more likely to include more
sophisticated, non-traditional approaches — and are
nearly three times as likely to use private equity or
venture capital as older investors.

8%

Baby Boomers
and
Baby Boomers
and
Baby
Boomers
and
Mature Mature
InvestorsInvestors
Mature Investors

Gen X Investors

CURRENT OWNERSHIP OF NON-TRADITIONAL ASSETS
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or
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Structured Products
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Products
Structured
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Hedge Funds
Hedge Funds
Hedge

Funds
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The wealthy tend to see credit as an important
wealth-building strategy, and are confident in their
understanding of how to use it.

CREDIT IS A MEANS TO ENHANCE INVESTMENT SUCCESS

65% AGREE
Credit is a wealth-building strategy
79% KNOW
How to strategically use credit to their
financial advantage

WHY HIGH NET WORTH INVESTORS KEEP CASH ON HAND

WHY HIGH NET WORTH INVESTORS KEEP CASH ON HAND

54%

   10%     
      

Cash too is an important tool:
Nearly 6 in 10 wealthy investors today keep at least
10% of their portfolio in cash, most often focused
on enabling opportunistic investments.

54%

KEEP CASH IN PORTFOLIO TO MOVE QUICKLY
WHEN INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES ARISE

Nearly half of America’s wealthy
currently have investments in tangible
assets, such as farmland, commercial
real estate or timber…

GROWTH IN TANGIBLE ASSET OWNERSHIP

GROWTH IN TANGIBLE ASSET OWNERSHIP

59%
48%

47%
25%

48

47
2014

2016

Millennials
2014

2016

Millennials

39%

56%

%

%

25%

59%

56%

39%
2014

2016

Business Owners
2014

And use of those tangible assets
has grown, particularly among
Millennials, Business Owners and
the ultra-high-net-worth.

2016

Business Owners

2014

2016

$10M+ in assets
2014

2016

$10M+ in assets
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These three segments also are most likely
to collect fine art — 1 in 3 are collectors, compared
with 1 in 5 of wealthy Americans overall.

And while aesthetic enjoyment is the primary reason for
collecting across all segments, 27 percent are using their
art purchases as capital assets — for diversification or
even as loan collateral.

WHY COLLECT ART
WHY COLLECT ART

As a part

of Aa PART
finance
AS
strategy
OF A FINANCE
STRATEGY

27%

27%

%
73
%

73

For

FOR aesthetic
value
AESTHETIC
VALUE

The wealthy have grown their investments over time
by exercising a disciplined approach and long-term view,
but are now embracing alternative investments and
adopting new strategies to build wealth for the future.

For more information
about the investment priorities
and preferences
of the wealthy in America…

For more information about the investment priorities
and preferences of the wealthy in America...
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Please visit
our Key Findings Report at
ustrust.com/survey

Please visit our Key Findings Report at
ustrust.com/survey

ustrust.com/survey
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
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Opinions and findings expressed herein reflect those of the 2016 U.S. Trust
Insights on Wealth and Worth® survey, and may differ from those of U.S.
Trust and Bank of America Corporation and its affiliates. The information
presented in this video is for discussion purposes only and is not intended
to serve as a recommendation or solicitation for the purchase or sale of
any type of security. This video does not constitute investment advice and
is issued without regard to specific investment objectives or the financial
situation of any particular recipient.

Opinions and findings expressed herein reflect those of the 2016
U.S. Trust Insights on Wealth and Worth® survey, and may differ
from those of U.S. Trust and Bank of America Corporation and
its affiliates. The information presented in this video is for
discussion purposes only and is not intended to serve as a
recommendation or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any
type of security. This video does not constitute investment
advice and is issued without regard to specific investment
objectives or the financial situation of any particular recipient.
SURVEY METHODOLOGY

SURVEY METHODOLOGY
The 2016 U.S. Trust Insights on Wealth and Worth® survey is based on a
nationwide survey of 684 high-net-worth and ultra-high-net-worth adults with
at least $3 million in investable assets, not including the value of their primary
residence. Respondents were equally divided among those who have between
$3 million and $5 million, $5 million and $10 million, and $10 million or more in
investable assets. The survey was conducted online by the independent
research firm Phoenix Marketing International in February and March of 2016.
Asset information was self-reported by the respondent.

The 2016 U.S. Trust Insights on Wealth and Worth® survey
is based on a nationwide survey of 684 high-net-worth and
ultra-high-net-worth adults with at least $3 million in investable
assets, not including the value of their primary residence.
Respondents were equally divided among those who have
between $3 million and $5 million, $5 million and $10 million,
and $10 million or more in investable assets. The survey was
conducted online by the independent research firm Phoenix
Marketing International in February and March of 2016.
Asset information was self-reported by the respondent.
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Verification for respondent qualification occurred at the panel company, using
algorithms in place to ensure consistency of information provided, and was
confirmed with questions from the survey itself. All data have been tested for
statistical significance at the 95% confidence level.

Verification for respondent qualification occurred at the
panel company, using algorithms in place to ensure consistency
of information provided, and was confirmed with questions
from the survey itself. All data have been tested for statistical
significance at the 95% confidence level.

U.S. Trust operates through Bank of America, N.A.,
and other subsidiaries of Bank of America Corporation.
Bank of America, N.A., Member FDIC.
U.S. Trust operates through Bank of America, N.A., and other subsidiaries of
Bank of America Corporation.
Bank of America, N.A., Member FDIC.

© 2016 Bank of America Corporation.
All rights reserved. I ARKDXDXN

© 2016 Bank of America Corporation.
All rights reserved. I ARKDXDXN
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[Chapter 3: Intro]

2016 U.S. TRUST INSIGHTS ON
WEALTH AND WORTH®

PLEASE SEE IMPORTANT INFORMATION AT THE END OF THIS PROGRAM

[Voiceover]
Giving back. Making a difference. Shaping the future.
These are important goals for the wealthy in America.
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Most believe that private capital is
the key to creating economic growth
and opportunity…

And are more confident in the private sector than
the government to help solve tough problems.

7 10
in

Have greater confidence in the private sector’s ability to solve
tough social and environmental problems than in the government’s

Whether motivated by generosity...
setting a good example for the next generation...

TOPTHAT
ISSUES
THAT MATTER
HIGH
NET WORTH
INVESTORS
TOP ISSUES
MATTER
TO HIGHTO
NET
WORTH
INVESTORS

Or supporting causes that matter
to them personally… from environmental
protection to healthcare and education...

1

1

Environmental
protection
and sustainability
Environmental
protection
and sustainability

2

Healthcare
quality
and access
Healthcare
quality and
access

3

Disease prevention, treatment or cure
Disease prevention, treatment or cure

4

Education
Education

2
3
4
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High-net-worth individuals find many
ways to make a positive impact.
HOW THE WEALTHY CONTRIBUTE

74%
61%
47%
16%

Give financially
Volunteer
skills or services % Volunteer time,
% Givetime,
financially
74
61 skills or services
Serve on boards or committees
Work for a non-profit organization

for a
16% Work
non-profit organization

on boards
47% Serve
or committees

Many consider social and environmental impact important
in their investment decisions — a conviction that is most
common among younger high-net-worth investors.

SOCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL INVESTING
SOCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL INVESTING

93%
93%

68%
68%

2016
2016
Millennials
Millennials

51%
51%

2016
2016
Gen X

2016

45%

45%

2016

2016 Boomers 2016Mature
Baby
Baby Boomers
Mature

Gen X

IMPACT
INVESTMENT
OWNERSHIP
INCREASING
IMPACT
INVESTMENT
OWNERSHIP
ISIS
INCREASING
%
4040

%

93%
93
%

100%

100%

Increasingly, the wealthy are putting their money
where their minds are as growth of 40% or more
in Impact Investment ownership among women,
younger and ultra-high-net-worth investors reveals.

50%

50%

28%

28%

15

%

27%

24%

27%

24%

15%

2014 2016

2014 Women
2016

Women

2014 2016

Millennials
2014
2016

Millennials

2014 2016

2014 2016

Gen2016
X
2014

$10M+
assets
2014in2016

Gen X

$10M+ in assets

High-net-worth Americans believe
investing for positive social impact
is simply the right thing to do…

IMPACT INVESTING IS MOTIVATED BY
THE COMMITMENT TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE

It’s the right thing to do

54%

Corporate America should be
held accountable for its actions

53%

Want to make positive
impact on the world

49%
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But also believe companies with
progressive social and environmental
policies are good investments.

IMPACT INVESTING ALSO MAKES FINANCIAL SENSE
COMPANIES THAT ARE GOOD CORPORATE CITIZENS...

Are less susceptible
to business risk

40%
53%

Have better
financial performance

38%

A desire to make a difference where it matters
is an important thread that links most of the wealthy
in America today.

For more information
about the importance of
making a difference and
impact investing among
wealthy Americans…

Please visit
our Key Findings Report at
ustrust.com/survey

For more information about the importance of
making a difference and Impact Investing among
wealthy in America...

Please visit our Key Findings Report at
ustrust.com/survey
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Opinions and findings expressed herein reflect those of the 2016 U.S. Trust
Insights on Wealth and Worth® survey, and may differ from those of U.S.
Trust and Bank of America Corporation and its affiliates. The information
presented in this video is for discussion purposes only and is not intended
to serve as a recommendation or solicitation for the purchase or sale of
any type of security. This video does not constitute investment advice and
is issued without regard to specific investment objectives or the financial
situation of any particular recipient.

Opinions and findings expressed herein reflect those of the 2016
U.S. Trust Insights on Wealth and Worth® survey, and may differ
from those of U.S. Trust and Bank of America Corporation and
its affiliates. The information presented in this video is for
discussion purposes only and is not intended to serve as a
recommendation or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any
type of security. This video does not constitute investment
advice and is issued without regard to specific investment
objectives or the financial situation of any particular recipient.
SURVEY METHODOLOGY

SURVEY METHODOLOGY
The 2016 U.S. Trust Insights on Wealth and Worth® survey is based on a
nationwide survey of 684 high-net-worth and ultra-high-net-worth adults with
at least $3 million in investable assets, not including the value of their primary
residence. Respondents were equally divided among those who have between
$3 million and $5 million, $5 million and $10 million, and $10 million or more in
investable assets. The survey was conducted online by the independent
research firm Phoenix Marketing International in February and March of 2016.
Asset information was self-reported by the respondent.

Verification for respondent qualification occurred at the panel company, using
algorithms in place to ensure consistency of information provided, and was
confirmed with questions from the survey itself. All data have been tested for
statistical significance at the 95% confidence level.

The 2016 U.S. Trust Insights on Wealth and Worth® survey
is based on a nationwide survey of 684 high-net-worth and
ultra-high-net-worth adults with at least $3 million in investable
assets, not including the value of their primary residence.
Respondents were equally divided among those who have
between $3 million and $5 million, $5 million and $10 million,
and $10 million or more in investable assets. The survey was
conducted online by the independent research firm Phoenix
Marketing International in February and March of 2016.
Asset information was self-reported by the respondent.
Verification for respondent qualification occurred at the
panel company, using algorithms in place to ensure consistency
of information provided, and was confirmed with questions
from the survey itself. All data have been tested for statistical
significance at the 95% confidence level.
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[Chapter 4: Intro]

2016 U.S. TRUST INSIGHTS ON
WEALTH AND WORTH®

PLEASE SEE IMPORTANT INFORMATION AT THE END OF THIS PROGRAM

[Voiceover]
From first-time entrepreneurs to experienced veterans,
many of today’s wealthy are business owners.

More than 7 in 10 founded and built
their businesses, and worked their way up
from middle class or poor backgrounds.
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Through that journey, the commitment required is great.
Families often pull together to achieve success.

FAMILY INVOLVEMENT
IN THE BUSINESS
FAMILY INVOLVEMENT
IN THE BUSINESS

Havemembers
family members
Have family
are employees
who arewho
employees

22% 22%

Havemembers
family members
Have family
asmanagement
senior management 15%
as senior
Havemembers
family members
Have family
are decision-makers
12%
who arewho
decision-makers
Havemembers
family members
Have family
areboard
on the board
6%
who arewho
on the

15%
12%

6%

BUSINESS OWNERSHIP LEADS TO GREATER WEALTH

High net worth business owners and corporate executives
alike agree that owning a business is a path to greater
wealth than working for someone else…

8 in 10 Business Owners agree

8 in 10 Corporate Executives agree

But owning a business is also harder.
BUSINESS OWNERSHIP IS MORE CHALLENGING THAN HAVING A JOB

7 in 10 Business Owners agree

9 in 10 Corporate Executives agree

Yet, the challenge is by choice — 8 in 10 would still
prefer to own their own business, primarily driven by
the motivation to take control of their own destiny.
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For many, entrepreneurism is their calling. Nearly 1 in 3
business owners who founded their firms have previously
owned at least one other company.

PAST BUSINESS OWNERSHIP EXPERIENCE

30%
Of those business owners who founded their
firm have owned another company previously

Given their desire to manage their own destiny,
it’s not surprising business owners are most concerned
about issues that lie beyond their influence.

TOP CONCERNS OF BUSINESS OWNERS

Outcome of the 2016
presidential election

66%

Cyber attack/
security breach

64%

Personal income
tax rates

61%

Employee
healthcare costs

57%

Government
regulations

55%

BUSINESS
OWNERS
WITH
FORMAL EXIT STRATEGY
BUSINESS
OWNERS
WITH NO FORMAL
EXITNO
STRATEGY

53%

Mature

74%

Baby Boomers

63%

Gen X
Millennials

And while planning for their own future is within
their control, few have a formal exit strategy.
It’s especially concerning that those closest to
retirement — more than half of mature business
owners and 74% of Boomers — lack exit plans…

38%

…a gap which may compromise business
valuation and affect assets available to fulfill
personal, business and philanthropic goals.
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THE BUSINESS OUTWEIGHS PERSONAL PRIORITIES FOR OWNERS

71% Say work responsibilities take priority

The risks can be significant, given the demands
the business places on the owner’s time, attention
and financial resources.

over personal needs

48% Say most of income and assets
are tied to their business

42% Say they are better at managing

46%

business
% finances than personal 49%
76

SAY WORK DEMANDS
OFTEN TAKE PRIORITY OVER
THEIR PERSONAL NEEDS
PROFESSIONAL
• Grow capital
• Manage operations
• Provide for employees
• Plan for succession

Integration of
financial advice
and solutions

Because professional and personal finances are often
entwined, management of a business owner’s financial
SAY THE MAJORITY OF INCOME
SAY THEY ARE BETTER AT
well-being
fromBUSINESS
an integrated
view.
AND FINANCIAL ASSETS
ARE TIED benefits
MANAGING
FINANCES
TO THEIR BUSINESS

PERSONAL

THAN THEIR PERSONAL

• Grow personal wealth
• Plan for retirement
• Achieve philanthropic goals
• Ensure family legacy

Connecting the dots between professional and
personal financial needs by addressing business,
tax and estate planning holistically may allow owners
to capture greater value from their hard work.
PROFESSIONAL
• Grow capital
• Manage operations
• Provide for employees
• Plan for succession

Integration of
financial advice
and solutions

PERSONAL
• Grow personal wealth
• Plan for retirement
• Achieve philanthropic goals
• Ensure family legacy

For more information
about the motivations and needs
of wealthy business owners…

For more information about the motivations and needs
of wealthy business owners...
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Please visit
our Key Findings Report at
ustrust.com/survey

Please visit our Key Findings Report at
ustrust.com/survey

ustrust.com/survey

[Disclosures: On screen only for each chapter; not part of voiceover]

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Opinions and findings expressed herein reflect those of the 2016 U.S. Trust
Insights on Wealth and Worth® survey, and may differ from those of U.S.
Trust and Bank of America Corporation and its affiliates. The information
presented in this video is for discussion purposes only and is not intended
to serve as a recommendation or solicitation for the purchase or sale of
any type of security. This video does not constitute investment advice and
is issued without regard to specific investment objectives or the financial
situation of any particular recipient.

Opinions and findings expressed herein reflect those of the 2016
U.S. Trust Insights on Wealth and Worth® survey, and may differ
from those of U.S. Trust and Bank of America Corporation and
its affiliates. The information presented in this video is for
discussion purposes only and is not intended to serve as a
recommendation or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any
type of security. This video does not constitute investment
advice and is issued without regard to specific investment
objectives or the financial situation of any particular recipient.
SURVEY METHODOLOGY

SURVEY METHODOLOGY
The 2016 U.S. Trust Insights on Wealth and Worth® survey is based on a
nationwide survey of 684 high-net-worth and ultra-high-net-worth adults with
at least $3 million in investable assets, not including the value of their primary
residence. Respondents were equally divided among those who have between
$3 million and $5 million, $5 million and $10 million, and $10 million or more in
investable assets. The survey was conducted online by the independent
research firm Phoenix Marketing International in February and March of 2016.
Asset information was self-reported by the respondent.

The 2016 U.S. Trust Insights on Wealth and Worth® survey
is based on a nationwide survey of 684 high-net-worth and
ultra-high-net-worth adults with at least $3 million in investable
assets, not including the value of their primary residence.
Respondents were equally divided among those who have
between $3 million and $5 million, $5 million and $10 million,
and $10 million or more in investable assets. The survey was
conducted online by the independent research firm Phoenix
Marketing International in February and March of 2016.
Asset information was self-reported by the respondent.
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Verification for respondent qualification occurred at the panel company, using
algorithms in place to ensure consistency of information provided, and was
confirmed with questions from the survey itself. All data have been tested for
statistical significance at the 95% confidence level.

Verification for respondent qualification occurred at the
panel company, using algorithms in place to ensure consistency
of information provided, and was confirmed with questions
from the survey itself. All data have been tested for statistical
significance at the 95% confidence level.

U.S. Trust operates through Bank of America, N.A.,
and other subsidiaries of Bank of America Corporation.
Bank of America, N.A., Member FDIC.
U.S. Trust operates through Bank of America, N.A., and other subsidiaries of
Bank of America Corporation.
Bank of America, N.A., Member FDIC.
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